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Security Threat Horizon: What threat trends over
the short-to-long-term will challenge our security
defences and how can we prepare now?
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Sponsored by

Hosted by

COMPLIMENTARY GUEST INVITATION 
BENCHMARK AND NETWORK WITH PEERS

Superbly located on a quiet Mayfair square, The Beaumont
recaptures the spirit of old-world luxury, aesthetic and
values, firmly underpinned by 21st century advances in
technology and ease. It is privately-owned and
independently-run. Panelled in cherry and walnut wood, the
private dining Lotus Room is fully furnished with leather
chairs, a grand board table, vintage lighting and a bespoke
Art Deco carpet.  CISO 360 Dinner guests will be treated to  a
menu created by the chefs of The Colony Grill, The
Beaumont's much-lauded restaurant. 

Visit www.thebeaumont.com/

8 Balderton St, Brown Hart Gardens, 
 Mayfair, London W1K 6TF

About the Venue 
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http://www.thebeaumont.com/


What scanning models are we using? 
How can we spot potential causes for uncertainty?
What can we do to prepare now to increase our resilience to survive threats?
How can we exploit opportunities on the security threat horizon to strengthen the business?
What tools can we use to ensure that we are prepared for threats on the horizon?

Thursday 4 November 2021 | 17:30-21:30
Lotus Room | The Beaumont | Mayfair London

Security Threat Horizon: What threat trends over the short-to-long-term
will challenge our security defences and how can we prepare now?

Horizon scanning can be a good technique for people to challenge assumptions and review multiple ways that events
could unfurl, in order to increase the resilience and reliability of their organisations. This is not about trying to predict
the future, but instead explores what the future might look like to understand uncertainties better and to analyse
whether the organisation is adequately prepared for potential opportunities and threats. How can we are currently
gathering, sharing, forecasting and communicating security threat horizon trends and how we can ensure that we are
prepared for threats.

This Dinner Roundtable is chaired by Paul Hopkins, Global Head of Cyber Strategy, Architecture and Secure by
Design at Vodafone, hosted by Pulse Conferences and sponsored by Securonix.

This is part of a series of roundtable discussions are specifically designed for CISOs working within
organisations with 5,000+ employees to benchmark experiences and the unique challenges that CISOs in Large
Enterprises face.
  
As part of the evening discussion, Security Evangelist at Securonix, Oliver Rochford will share his top 3 predictions on
the security horizon, including forecasts for living off the land techniques, future of behavioural automation and why
ML Malware will relativize as a threat.  

Questions that emerge will surely include:

Conducted under The Chatham House Rule, the discussions, Clive Room, a Director at Pulse Conferences will be your
Master of Ceremonies for the evening. There is no cost to attend. Places around the table are limited and confirmations
will be done on a ‘first to confirm’ basis. 

We hope that you can join fellow CISOs for what promises to be a evening of fascinating discussion, a top culinary
experience and fantastic company!

Yours sincerely,
Team Pulse

 “Pulse consistently deliver high quality
events supporting the needs of senior IT

and risk management leaders” 
Group IT Security Manager,

RES Group
 

 “Excellent evening, fine food, congenial
company, informative, all round a fantastic

evening and time well spent” 
Head of Information Security Risk, 

Royal Mail Group
 

“Discussions were lively, interesting and
engaging. Having the opportunity to meet

industry peers, alongside excellent
hospitality of Pulse and the sponsor, made

the evening an all-round success.”
Head of Information Security, 

Condé Nast International

Paul Hopkins, Global Head of Cyber Strategy, Architecture and Secure by Design, Vodafone
Paul leads a talented team of security architects and consultants designing and securing
Vodafone’s systems, products and services. Embedding security across Cloud, IoT, Mobile, Office
and Fixed networks, with a diverse range of people, technologies and business applications every
day brings new insight and a different perspective. Prior to this Paul was Technical Director for
CGI’s UK Cyber Security Practice, and a Principal Security Architect, working on a number of
security transformation programmes. Paul has lead a team providing managed security services
and incident response, worked as a penetration tester, been a software developer and leader, and
started as security researcher in 1992.
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Oliver Rochford, Security Evangelist, Securonix
Oliver has worked in cybersecurity as a penetration tester, consultant, researcher,
and industry analyst for over 20 years. Interviewed, cited, and quoted by media,
think tanks, and academia, he has written for Security Week, CSO Online, and Dark
Reading. While working at Gartner, he co-named the Security Orchestration,
Automation and Response (SOAR) market, and worked on the SIEM Magic
Quadrant.  At Securonix, Oliver works with users on security operations and threat
management topics. 

Insights by:

Approximate timings

 
17:30-18:30  Guests arrive and

welcome drinks
 

18:30-21:00  Discussion while
dinner is served

 
21:00-21:30  Conclusions,

goodbyes and guests depart
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